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Abstract
Macrophages play a crucial role in all stages of cutaneous wound healing responses and dysregulation of macrophage
function can result in derailed wound repair. The phenotype of macrophages is influenced by the wound microenvironment
and evolves during healing from a more pro-inflammatory (M1) profile in early stages, to a less inflammatory pro-healing
(M2) phenotype in later stages of repair. The aim of the current study was to investigate the potential of exogenous
administration of M2 macrophages to promote wound healing in an experimental mouse model of cutaneous injury. Bone
marrow derived macrophages were stimulated in-vitro with IL-4 or IL-10 to obtain two different subsets of M2-polarized
cells, M2a or M2c respectively. Polarized macrophages were injected into full-thickness excisional skin wounds of either
C57BL/6 or diabetic db/db mice. Control groups were injected with non-polarized (M0) macrophages or saline. Our data
indicate that despite M2 macrophages exhibit an anti-inflammatory phenotype in-vitro, they do not improve wound closure
in wild type mice while they delay healing in diabetic mice. Examination of wounds on day 15 post-injury indicated delayed
re-epithelialization and persistence of neutrophils in M2 macrophage treated diabetic wounds. Therefore, topical
application of ex-vivo generated M2 macrophages is not beneficial and contraindicated for cell therapy of skin wounds.
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CSF1R antibody, was shown to have no major effect in a
macrophage-dependent epithelial damage wound healing model
in mice [5]. Conversely, several studies have shown that total
depletion of macrophages during wound healing has a detrimental
effect on repair with defective wound re-epithelialization, angiogenesis, granulation tissue formation and contraction and with
increased pro-inflammatory cytokine and reduced growth factor
expression. Moreover, these studies have delineated that macrophages exhibit different functional phenotypes during the different
phases of repair [6–8].
Macrophages have the ability to exhibit a variety of phenotypic
profiles in response to the microenvironmental stimuli to which
they are exposed. In a simplified version, they polarize towards
either a pro-inflammatory microbicidal cell type, upon stimulation
with microbial agents e.g. LPS and/or IFNc (the classically
activated or M1 macrophage) or to an alternative activated
phenotype characterized as anti-inflammatory (M2 macrophage).
Based on their functionality and expression of surface markers, M2
macrophages can be further subdivided into subsets: M2a,
activated by IL-4 or IL-13; M2b, activated by immune complexes
and agonists of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) or IL-1R; M2c,
activated by IL-10 and glucocorticoids [9,10].

Introduction
Cutaneous wound healing is a complex and highly dynamic
process in which the interaction between resident cells of the skin,
inflammatory leukocytes, extracellular matrix components and
soluble mediators is essential. Inflammation and inflammatory
cells play a crucial, although still not completely defined, role
during cutaneous healing responses. They exert effector functions
such as immune defence against invading pathogens, but they are
also involved in tissue repair responses by, among other
mechanisms, stimulating growth factor and anti-inflammatory
cytokine production that are necessary for resolution of inflammation and repair. However, excessive inflammation during the
wound healing process can result in derailed tissue repair like is the
formation of ulcers, hypertrophic scars, keloids and in chronic
wounds [1,2].
Macrophages at the wound site consist of two populations of
cells: the resident tissue macrophages at a relatively low density of
1–2 cells per mm2 [3], and the newly recruited cells from either
circulatory monocytes or splenic reservoirs that differentiate in
response to tissue injury [4]. Depletion of resident skin macrophages (but not the inflammatory monocyte subset), with an anti-
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or IL-10 (10 ng/ml, R&D Systems) for M2c macrophages. Nonpolarized cells are referred to as M0 macrophages. For in-vivo
injections, cells were harvested after 24 h of polarization, counted
and resuspended in RPMI medium alone (without supplements
added). For quantification of gene-expression, cells were either
harvested after 24 h of polarization for RNA isolation or were
washed and stimulated for an additional 24 h with LPS (100 ng/
ml, L2630 Sigma-Aldrich), after which RNA was isolated.

Studies performed in murine wounds showed that wound
macrophages exhibit a complex phenotype that includes both
classically and alternative activation traits and their polarization
profile changes as the wound matures [11]. In addition, several
studies have determined a causative role of a dysregulation of
macrophage polarization in different types of chronic non-healing
wounds. It was shown that persistence of an unrestrained M1
macrophage population with incomplete switch to an antiinflammatory, pro-healing M2 phenotype is a common feature
of non-healing wounds such as chronic venous leg ulcers [12] or
diabetic wounds of humans and mice [13–15]. From these and
other studies [16], TNF appears to be a key effector molecule
released from the derailed macrophages and its inhibition results
in significant improvement of healing.
Since adoptive transfer of polarized macrophages was shown to
reduce severity of different inflammatory diseases in mice[17–21],
we investigated the hypothesis that exogenous administration to
murine wounds of in-vitro generated M2 macrophages, during the
inflammatory phase of healing, might shift the wound environment towards a more anti-inflammatory, pro-healing profile and
accelerate wound repair.

2.3. RNA isolation and quantitative gene expression
RNA was isolated either with the RNeasy Fibrous Tissue kit
(Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany) for mouse wound tissue or
with Trizol (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie BV) for cell monolayers.
Residual DNA was digested with the RQ1 RNase-free DNase
(Promega GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) and cDNA synthesis was
performed using the iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA, USA). Quantitative real-time PCR was performed
in 10 ng of cDNA, with 16Absolute qPCR SYBR Green
Fluorescein Mix (Westburg, Leusden, The Netherlands) and
150 nM of gene specific forward and reverse primers. Cyclophilin
A and b-actin were used as housekeeping genes. Primer sequences
are indicated in Table S1.

Materials and Methods

2.4. Immunohistochemistry and immunofluoresence

2.1. Animals and wound model

For immunofluorescent detection of eGFP macrophages,
wounds were isolated and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde with
10% sucrose in PBS for 6 h. Fixed wounds were bisected in
caudocranial direction and embedded in O.C.T. Tissue tek
(Sakura Finetek) with cut surface facing down. Frozen sections
(7 mm) were fixed for 5 min. in acetone, washed with PBS and
counterstained with 49,6-diamino-2-phenyl indole (DAPI, Molecular Probes). For immunohistochemical detection, excised wounds
were bisected in caudocranial direction and embedded in OCT
compound or fixed in formalin. Paraffin sections (4 mm) were
stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E), Martius-scarlet-blue
trichrome (MSB) or picrosirius red. Frozen sections (7 mm) were
stained for macrophages with rat anti-mouse F4/80 (AbD
Serotec), for endothelial cells with rat anti-mouse CD-31 (BD
Pharmingen), and for neutrophils with rat anti-mouse NIMP (BD
Pharmingen) and counterstained with haematoxylin.

db

C57BL/6 (10 to 12 weeks), Lepr (10 weeks) female mice
(Charles River) or ROSA26-EGFP transgenic mice [22] (a
generous gift from Prof. Rene H. Tolba; RWTH Aachen) were
used for experiments. To generate wounds, mice were anesthetized by isofluorane inhalation and the dorsal surface was shaved
and cleaned with 70% ethanol. Full-thickness excisional skin
wounds were generated on either side of the dorsal midline using a
4 mm biopsy punch (Kai medical, Tokyo, Japan). Wounds were
separated by a minimum of 5 mm of uninjured skin and both
wounds were injected with the same solution to avoid the
possibility that injected cells could migrate or secrete substances
that could influence contralateral wound. Mice were housed
individually in special paper bedding material (7089 Harlan
Teklad Diamond Soft Bedding), to avoid bedding particles
interfering with the healing wounds. Two or four wounds were
generated on the same animal and macrophages (0.5x106 cells) or
control solutions (RPMI without supplements added, referred to as
saline) were injected with three injections of 20 ml around the
wounds after 1 and 3 days from wounding. At sacrifice, wounds
were excised and snap frozen in liquid N2 or processed for
generation of paraffin or cryosections. Mice were maintained
under standard pathogen-free conditions and all experiments were
approved by the Committee for Animal Welfare of Maastricht
University. The investigation conforms to the Guide for the Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National
Institutes of Health (NIH Publication No. 85–23, revised 1996).

2.5. Morphometric analysis
Wounds were photographed every two days and wound area
was quantified using Image J. The percentage of wound closure
was calculated using the following formula: wound closure (%) =
[(wound area on day 0 – wound area on indicated day)/wound
area on day 0] x 100. The extent of re-epithelialization was
determined on H&E paraffin tissue sections. Photographs of
wound sections were used to measure the distance between the tips
of the migrating epithelial tongues, by ImageJ software. Organization and maturation of collagen bundles was assessed on paraffin
sections of wounds stained with picrosirius red and analyzed by
polarized light microscopy. Macrophages, neutrophils, endothelial
cells and fibrin/erythrocytes in MSB staining were determined by
quantifying the red-stained area in three representative rectangles
in the granulation tissue at a 200x magnification (HPF), including
the area below the scab (excluding scab) and areas left and right of
it. The area of macrophages, neutrophils, endothelial cells or
fibrin/erythrocytes for each high power field (HPF) was measured
by Photoshop CS2. Staining results were equivalent to the semiquantitative microscopic analyses of the wounds for these
parameters on H&E stained slides by an experienced pathologist
(M.J.G.).

2.2. Bone marrow isolation and macrophage polarization
For the generation of bone marrow derived macrophages
(BMDM), bone marrow was isolated from femur and tibia bones
of db/+ mice and cultured in 15-cm bacteriologic plastic petri
dishes in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% heat inactivated
fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin,
2 mM L-glutamine, 10 mM Hepes (all Gibco, Invitrogen) and
15% L-929 cell conditioned medium (LCM) containing M-CSF
for 8 days. After 8 days, differentiated macrophages were
harvested and plated overnight in either 6-well (2x106 cell/well)
or 24-well (0.4x106 cells/well) plates. The following day, cells were
polarized for 24 h with either IL-4 (20 ng/ml, Peprotech) for M2a
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expression analysis indicated that these cells exhibit an alternative
polarization profile compared to non-polarized M0 macrophages,
with reduced expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines like TNF,
IL-6 and IL-1b. Interestingly, M2a cells exhibited an intermediate
inflammatory profile with reduced expression of pro-inflammatory
genes like TNF and IkBa, but also increased pro-inflammatory IL6 and IL-12 and reduced anti-inflammatory IL-10 expression
(Fig. 2B-D).

2.6. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using Graphpad Prism or
SigmaPlot. Analyses compared each measurement with the
relative control under the assumption that the variables analyzed
are independent and significance of difference was analyzed using
unpaired Student t-test. Data are expressed as means 6 SEM. A
p#0.05 is considered statistically significant.

Results

3.3. M2-polarized macrophage administration does not
improve wound healing in wild type mice

3.1. Exogenously administered macrophages localize in
wounds for several days

Four groups of C57BL/6 mice were wounded on the dorsal
surface as described in the method section, and cell suspensions of
either M2-polarized, M0 (non-polarized) macrophages or saline
were injected intradermally around the wound at three injection
sites 1 and 3 days after wounding and wound closure was
monitored every 2 days. In agreement with other studies [23], the
cutaneous wound healing response progressed very rapidly in wild
type mice with average wound area decreasing approximately
30% after 1 day and up to 60–70% after 3 days from injury.
Wounds were almost completely closed 9 days after wounding.
However, as shown in Fig 3A and B, no significant improvement
could be measured in M2 macrophage treated wounds compared
to M0 macrophage or saline treated wounds.

To determine the fate of exogenously injected macrophages into
skin wounds, bone marrow derived macrophages were differentiated from ROSA26-EGFP transgenic mice [22] and 0.5x106 cells
were injected intradermally around the wound at three injection
sites one day after wounding. Wounds were isolated 3, 4, 6 and 8
days later and analyzed for the presence and localization of eGFP
expressing macrophages. As shown in Fig. 1, macrophages are
clearly present in the wound bed 3, 4 and 6 days after injection
and they persist, albeit in lower numbers and exhibiting less
intense fluorescence, 8 days after injection.

3.2. Generation of M2a and M2c macrophage
populations

3.4. M2-polarized macrophage administration delays
wound healing in diabetic mice

To study the effect of the exogenous administration of M2polarized macrophages on cutaneous wound healing responses,
bone marrow derived macrophages were generated and polarized
for 24 h with either IL-4 (20 ng/ml) or with IL-10 (10 ng/ml) in
order to generate two distinct M2 macrophage subsets, M2a and
M2c respectively [10]. A parallel set of cells was further stimulated
for an additional 24 h with LPS, in order to study the resulting
inflammatory profile. Gene expression analysis confirmed correct
macrophage polarization, with M2a cells expressing high levels of
M2a markers like Arginase-1, YM-1 and Fizz-1 (Fig. 2A).
Although, as previously shown [10], similar polarization markers
are not so clearly present in M2c macrophages, cytokine

Since wild type mice heal wounds very rapidly and for the most
part by wound contraction, we performed experiments in
hyperglycemic db/db mice, which bear a spontaneous mutation
in the leptin receptor gene and represent a model for human
obesity and type 2 diabetes. Hyperglycemic db/db mice become
obese shortly after birth and exhibit delayed wound healing,
requiring approximately twice as much time for wound closure
compared with non-diabetic mice [24]. Moreover, different studies
have suggested that defective healing of diabetic wounds is due, at
least partly, to macrophage dysfunction [13] and their impaired

Figure 1. Visualization of eGFP macrophages in wound tissue. eGFP expressing macrophages were injected in full-thickness excisional skin
wounds and tissue was isolated (A) 3 days, (B) 4 days, (C) 6 days and (D) 8 days after injection, and visualized for eGFP expression by fluorescence
microscopy.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0102994.g001
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Figure 2. Induction of M2 macrophages. Phenotypic characterization of polarized macrophages. (A) Gene expression analysis for M2 markers in
M0 control, M2a and M2c bone marrow derived macrophages (BMDM) after 24 h of IL-4 (for M2a) or IL-10 (for M2c) polarization. (B-D) Gene
expression analysis for inflammatory markers in M0 control, M2a and M2c polarized cells after 24 h of polarization and an additional 24 h of LPS
stimulation. Cells were analyzed in triplicates and the mean expression of 2–3 independent experiments is indicated. M0 control levels were arbitrarily
set to 1 in each experiment and for each gene and statistical significance was evaluated analyzing M2a and M2c expression levels compared to M0,
using a one-sample t-test analysis against the hypothetical value 1 (M0). *p#0.05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0102994.g002

Figure 3. Wound healing in M2 macrophage injected wounds generated in C57BL/6 mice. (A) Macroscopic appearance of representative
saline, M0, M2a, and M2c injected wounds. Day 0 pictures were taken immediately after wounding. (B) Quantification of wound closure rate. At the
indicated days, wound areas were determined using image analysis and expressed as percentage of wound area immediately post-injury as described
in methods (n = 6 mice/group). Statistical significance was evaluated with a two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0102994.g003
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differentiation with increased expression of Fizz-1 (Fig. 5A).
Analysis of inflammatory cytokines indicated non-significant
differences between the groups at day 15 post-injury (Fig. 5B),
however at this time point, peak inflammatory responses have
largely subsided. Chemokine analysis indicated that while CXCL1
levels did not vary between groups, levels of CXCL2 were
increased in M2a and M2c wounds, although differences did not
reach statistical significance (Fig. 5C). Tissue repair is also strongly
influenced by the expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)
due to the ability of these enzymes to remodel extracellular matrix
components. Since we found reduced expression of MMP2 in M2a
and M2c polarized macrophages and reduced MMP9 levels in
M2c cells in-vitro (Fig. S1), we have examined the expression of
these MMPs in-vivo, in day 15 wounds. MMP2 levels were
significantly lower in M2a and M2c wounds compared to salines,
confirming in-vitro data, while MMP9 levels did not show
differences (Fig. 5D).

transition from pro-inflammatory to pro-healing phenotypes [14].
Therefore, we performed the wound healing experiment in db/db
mice in the same setting as described for wild-type mice and
monitored wound closure over time. As shown in Fig. 4, and in
agreement with other studies [23], 4 mm wounds heal in
approximately 15 days in db/db mice. Quantification of wound
area indicated no significant differences in the healing pattern in
the different groups until day 7 post-injury. However, from
approximately day 7, wounds of M2a and M2c injected mice
showed a decreased capacity to heal and remained significantly
larger until day 13 (average % wound area 6 SEM of saline:
9.9361.15; M0: 15.063.18; M2a: 30.365.57; M2c: 29.763.68)
(Fig. 4A and B).

3.5. M2 macrophages retain the M2 polarization profile
15 days post-injury
At 15 days post-injury, mice were sacrificed and wounds were
isolated for analysis. Real time PCR analysis on RNA extracted
from wound tissue indicated that M2 polarization markers like
Arginase-1, YM-1 and Fizz-1 were significantly up regulated in
M2 macrophage injected wounds compared to salines (Fig. 5A).
Differentiation of macrophages from bone marrow stem cells
requires the presence in the macrophage culture medium of 15%
L-929 cell-conditioned medium (LCM) containing M-CSF. Since
it was shown that M-CSF treated macrophages exhibit antiinflammatory phenotypes [25], it is not surprising that M0
macrophage treated wounds are also exhibiting some traits of M2

3.6. Histological analysis of wounds at day 15 post-injury
Histological examination of H&E stained wounds isolated at
day 15 post-injury (Fig. 6A-D) indicated that M2 macrophage
injected wounds presented a delayed healing phenotype with
incomplete re-epithelialization and presence of numerous erythrocytes at the wound bed. To quantify the degree of reepithelialization, the distance between the tips of the migrating
epithelial tongues was measured (graph; Fig. 6A). Re-epithelialization was significantly reduced in M2a wounds compared to

Figure 4. Wound healing in M2 macrophage injected wounds generated in diabetic db/db mice. (A) Macroscopic appearance of
representative saline, M0, M2a, and M2c injected wounds. Day 0 pictures were taken immediately after wounding. (B) Quantification of wound
closure rate. At the indicated days, wound areas were determined using image analysis and expressed as percentage of wound area immediately
post-injury as described in methods (n = 6 mice/group). Statistical significance was evaluated with a two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test. * p,
0.05 M0 vs. M2a and M0 vs. M2c. ** p,0.01 saline vs. M2a and saline vs. M2c.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0102994.g004
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Figure 5. Gene expression analysis of db/db wounds isolated at day 15 post-wounding. Wounds were isolated from db/db mice 15 days
after wounding and analyzed by real-time PCR for expression levels of (A) macrophage M2 markers Arginase-1, YM-1, Fizz-1 and HMOX-1; (B)
inflammatory markers TNF, IL-6, IL-12, IL-1b and IL-10; (C) chemokines CXCL1 and CXCL2 and (D) matrix metalloproteinases MMP2 and MMP9.
Statistical significance was evaluated analyzing M0, M2a and M2c expression levels compared to salines by t-test. *p,0.05. n = 6 mice (wounds)/
group.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0102994.g005

birefringence, M2a and M2c treated wounds showed modest
birefringence intensity which reflected short and immature
collagen fiber bundles arranged in a random pattern (Fig. S2).
Since the collagen fiber bundles in granulation tissue become more
organized as the connective tissue in wounds matures, the
birefringence pattern in M2a and M2c wounds reflects a young,
immature granulation tissue. To further characterize wound
phenotype, immunohistochemical stainings for quantification of
macrophages, neutrophils and the extent of neovascularization
were performed. As shown in Fig. 7, quantification of F4/80
(graph 7B) and CD31 (graph 7C) stainings indicated comparable
amount of macrophages and angiogenesis between the groups.
However, M2 macrophage injected wounds showed persistence of
neutrophils (graph 7A; p = 0.037 M2a vs. salines and p = 0.061
M2c vs. salines) in the wound bed 15 days post-injury compared to
saline and M0 macrophage injected wounds.

controls (p = 0.050). The same trend was observed for the M2c
group, though differences were borderline non-significant
(p = 0.073). To obtain a quantitative evaluation of vessel permeability resulting in the leakage of plasma components such as
fibrinogen and erythrocytes in the extracellular compartment, an
MSB trichrome staining was performed, in which fibrin and
erythrocytes stain red/orange and connective tissue blue (Fig. 6EH). M2 macrophage injected wounds showed a trend towards
increased fibrin deposition and presence of erythrocytes in the
wound bed, indicative of increased vessel leakage, and suggesting
that these wounds might be at an earlier stage of healing compared
to salines and M0 controls (graph; Fig 6B).
In order to evaluate collagen fiber density and maturation in the
granulation tissue of wounds, picrosirius red staining was
performed and viewed under polarized light. Contrarily to saline
wounds that showed intense, thick and continuous bands of
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Figure 6. Histological analysis of db/db wounds isolated at day 15 post-wounding. Wounds from saline or macrophage injected db/db
mice were isolated 15 days after wounding and processed for generation of paraffin sections. (A-D) H&E stained sections indicating migrating
epithelial tongues (dotted line) in M2a and M2c wounds while complete re-epithelialization is present in saline and M0 wounds. (E-H) MSB trichrome
staining indicating increased presence of fibrin (marked by arrowheads) and erythrocytes (marked by stars) in M2 macrophage injected wounds.
Magnification 40x with 100x insets. Graphs are quantifications of (A) re-epithelialization and (B) fibrin/erythrocyte staining respectively. Statistical
significance was evaluated analyzing M0, M2a and M2c expression levels compared to salines by t-test. n = 6 mice (wounds)/group.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0102994.g006

Taken together, M2 macrophage injected wounds presented a
phenotype of delayed healing with delayed re-epithelialization,
increased vessel leakage, more immature granulation tissue and
persistence of neutrophils at late stages of repair.

Discussion
The role of macrophages during cutaneous wound healing
responses has been the subject of intense research over the past
decades. By making use of macrophage depleted mouse models,
recent studies have established an essential role for these cells in
wound repair [6–8]. From these studies it appeared that
macrophage ablation results in delayed wound closure that is
associated with features such as delayed re-epithelialization,
reduced wound contraction due to impaired myofibroblast
differentiation, reduced angiogenesis associated with increased
endothelial cell apoptosis and reduced granulation tissue formation. In addition it was shown that, among the function of
macrophages during the inflammatory phase of repair is the
promotion of macrophage alternative activation that will consecutively support angiogenesis and myofibroblast differentiation
[26]. However, if on one hand macrophage deficiency is
detrimental for wound healing, uncontrolled macrophage activation can result in derailed healing and chronic wounds [12,15].
Adoptive transfer of in-vitro derived alternative activated M2
macrophages was proven beneficial in a number of chronic
inflammatory diseases in mice [17–21]. Moreover, we have
recently shown that M2 macrophages have both pro-angiogenic
and pro-arteriogenic potential in both in-vitro and in-vivo mouse
models [27,28]. Hence, in this study we tested the hypothesis that
administration of M2-polarized macrophages in wounds during
the early inflammatory phase, might improve cutaneous wound
healing responses by influencing different processes in the wound
microenvironment like anti-inflammatory phenotypes, resolution
of inflammation and promotion of angiogenesis. Unexpectedly we

Figure 7. Immunohistochemical analysis of db/db wounds
isolated at day 15 post-wounding. Immunohistochemical stainings
were performed in cryosections. (A-D) NIMP staining for wound
neutrophils indicated higher numbers of neutrophils in M2a and M2c
treated wounds compared to saline and M0 groups. Mice analyzed per
group: salines = 3; M0 = 5; M2a = 6; M2c = 5. (E-H) F4/80 staining for
macrophages indicated not significant differences between the groups.
Mice analyzed per group: salines = 4; M0 = 4; M2a = 6; M2c = 6. (I-L) CD31
staining indicated similar staining for endothelial cells in the different
groups. Mice analyzed per group: salines = 4; M0 = 5; M2a = 5; M2c = 4.
Magnification 40x with 100x insets. Graphs are quantifications of (A)
NIMP, (B) F4/80 and (C) angiogenesis staining respectively. Statistical
significance was evaluated analyzing M0, M2a and M2c expression
levels compared to salines by t-test.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0102994.g007
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observed no improvement in wound healing rate in C57BL/6
mice by administration of M2 macrophages while wound closure
was even delayed in genetically diabetic db/db mice. Using eGFP
expressing macrophages we could trace exogenously administered
cells in wounds until approximately day 8 post-injection.
Moreover, gene expression analysis of day 15 wounds showed
increased expression of alternative activation markers such as
Arginase-1 and YM-1 in M2 wounds, indicating persistence of M2
polarization phenotype even after 15 days of macrophage
injection. Although expression of cytokines between the different
groups did not differ at this time point, M2 injected wounds
presented a significant reduction in expression of MMP2
compared to controls. MMPs have been implicated in wound
repair by their ability to remodel extracellular matrix components
and indiscriminate pharmacologic inhibition of MMPs significantly delays wound healing in wild type mice, indicating their
substantial role in skin repair and re-epithelialization [29,30]. A
reduction in MMPs levels might therefore contribute to the
phenotype of delayed healing in M2a and M2c wounds in our
experiment. Reduced expression of MMP2 in M2a and M2c
wounds could be a consequence of its reduced expression by M2a
and M2c wound macrophages, as our in-vitro analysis of M2a and
M2c cells has indicated. Our observation that murine M2
macrophages express reduced MMP2 levels is supported by
studies in human macrophages where alternative activation was
found to decrease mRNA levels and gelatinase activity of MMP2
[31].
Microscopic examination of wounds in the diabetic mice
indicated that M2 macrophage injected wounds presented a
phenotype of delayed re-epithelialization, with a younger and
more immature connective tissue as reflected by collagen
birefringence under polarized light, and with persistence of
neutrophils in the wound bed. Neutrophils negatively influence
wound repair probably because this cell type is capable of
destroying normal tissue. Their depletion was previously shown to
accelerate wound healing in both wild-type and diabetic mice [32],
and delayed wound closure in diabetic mice has been attributed to
prolonged persistence of neutrophils and macrophages in the late
phases of repair [33]. Although it is still not clear if increased
neutrophil numbers in M2 injected wounds in our experiments are
due to late infiltration of these cells or to defective resolution of
inflammation and neutrophil clearance, we can hypothesize that
neutrophil persistence retards the healing process of these wounds.
While M2a and M2c wounds presented comparable phenotypes, slight differences in wound gene expression, re-epithelialization and erythrocyte/fibrin content were found, indicating that
polarized macrophages maintain distinct functional phenotypes invivo.
Our studies are in line with a recent report by Dreymueller et al.
[34], in which embryonic stem-cell derived macrophages (ESDM),
that exhibit an M2-like phenotype, were shown to prolong the
healing of deep skin wounds generated by removal of a skin flap in
the tail base of mice. Similarly to the diabetic db/db mice we used
in our study, this model allows for an extended healing time and
avoids the rapid wound closure by contraction as occurs in wildtype mice [35]. Comparable to our findings, ESDM treated
wounds presented reduced re-epithelialization and significantly
higher cellularity compared to controls, indicating persistence of
inflammation during the late phases of repair.
It can be hypothesized that M2 macrophages might switch
towards a more M1-like phenotype upon injection to the early
wounds which exhibit a pro-inflammatory milieu. However, the
discrepancy in phenotype between M2 and the control M0
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injected wounds would argue against a reverse polarization of
exogenously administered cells by the wound environment.
Conversely we can speculate that exogenously administered M2
cells, but not the non-polarized M0 controls, might induce the M1
macrophages present in the wounds at the initial phases of repair,
to adopt a less inflammatory profile that ultimately negatively
affects healing. Injection of activated macrophages into wounds of
patients was shown to promote wound healing [36], while rapid
recruitment and activation of macrophages into murine wounds
accelerates tissue repair [37]. In line, ablation of macrophages
during the early phases of repair [6] or loss of TNF [38], was
shown to retard re-epithelialization and wound closure of murine
cutaneous wounds. Therefore it can be hypothesized that some
degree of initial pro-inflammatory response is not damaging, but
on the contrary, necessary in order to activate the subsequent
phases of healing, and is the unrestrained, prolonged or excessive
activation of inflammation that is detrimental. The administration
of M2 macrophages during the early inflammatory phases in our
experiments might have disrupted this delicate balance. The
potential beneficial effect of M2 macrophage administration in
later phases of healing needs to be evaluated.
Taken together, our study shows that, at least during murine
cutaneous healing responses, manipulation of the wound environment by exogenous administration of M2-polarized macrophages
does not represent an effective therapeutic strategy. Alternative
ways to modify the wound phenotype into a less-inflammatory,
pro-healing profile, like blocking pro-inflammatory factors as IL1b [39] or TNF [15,40] have proven more promising therapeutic
approaches.

Supporting Information
MMP2 and MMP9 expression analysis in M0,
M2a and M2c macrophages. Cells were analyzed in
quadruplicate samples after 24 h of polarization. Statistical
significance was evaluated analyzing M2a and M2c expression
levels compared to M0, by t-test. **p,0.01.
(TIF)

Figure S1

Figure S2 Representative images of picrosirius red
(collagen deposition) stained wounds. Picrosirius red
stained sections were analyzed under bright field light (A-D) or
under polarized light (E-H). Intense red birefringence seen in
saline and M0 wounds is a consequence of uniform packing of
newly deposited collagen fiber bundles that are arranged in
parallel arrays while minimal organization of collagen bundles
results in little red birefringence intensity as seen in M2a and M2c
wounds. Magnification 100x.
(TIF)
Table S1 qPCR primer sequences used in this study.

(DOC)
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